SGA Resolution 5-15-F

A Resolution to Improve Location Information on Campus

Whereas: People in distress lose awareness of their surroundings

Whereas: Students unfamiliar with their current location create convulsion between police dispatchers

Whereas: Police have a delayed response due to inability to locate students in distress

Whereas: Police could have responded in a timely manner if student was familiar with their surroundings

Whereas: Campus Planning and Facilities should add a sign that wraps around the most center light pole in all parking lots to display the parking lot’s name in big bold letters for students to easily recognize their surrounding and location

THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED BY THE 78TH CONGRESS OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY THAT:

Section 1: Campus Planning and Facilities add a sign that wraps around the most center light pole in all parking lots to display the parking lot’s name in big bold letters for students to easily recognize their surrounding and location. The signs will be placed in the following parking lots: Greenhouse Lot, Softball Lot, Rutherford Lot, MTSU Lot, Baird Lot, Nicks Lot, Cummings Lot, Greenland Lot, Bell Lot, Jones Lot, Ezell Lot, Livestock Lot, Middle Tennessee Lot.

Section 2: The resolution will go into effect immediately upon favorable passage.

Sponsor: Senator Nick Lembo

CoSponsors: Senator Grant Marshall